
AJCU Conference on Pastoral, Theological, and Ministerial Education Business Meeting minutes 
Feb. 19, 2018 
Orlando, Florida 
Secretary: Michael Canaris  
Attendees: Mariana Miller, Shonna Bartlett, Anastasia Wendlinder, Brett Hoover, Brian 
Schmisek (Chair), Jodi Hunt, Patrick Hornbeck (Chair, Theology and Religious Studies Chairs 
Conference), Stephanie Russell (AJCU) 
 

1. Brett Hoover presented the results of our recent survey –  
The themes addressed were the name of the conference, the frequency and reasons for 
attendance, and future meeting topics.  9 out of the 11 respondents were comfortable with 
the name as it stands now.  It was decided that the executive committee could continue to 
strategize about how best to focus the conference activity internally on emphasizing 
graduate education and preparation for the ministerial, pastoral, and practical theological 
elements of our work, but that a name change at this time was not felt to be necessary by 
a majority of participants. 
 
2. The executive committee was charged with discussing the mission statement and 
perhaps emphasizing the “graduate” program nature of our work.  One suggestion was to 
add the phrase “member programs, which are largely focused on graduate education in 
preparation for ministry and professional competencies in our disciplines, via….” to the 
statement. 
 
3. Stephanie Russell suggested that the conference could provide a service by liaising 
directly with the USCCB to help determine what is acceptable theological and intellectual 
formation for lay ministry, pastoral leadership, and related services to the church across 
the United States. Both increasing access to underserved populations and determining 
competency for ministry at a national level, with appropriate conversations regarding 
context obviously taken into account, could be real contributions to the bishops’ 
conference.  
 
4. It was suggested that we add a password-protected section to our AJCU website, and to 
create a google doc database on there for members, as has been the common practice in 
the Theology & Religious Studies Chairs Conference.  We collectively want to explore 
changes and specialties in our programs, i.e. who offers which degrees, faculty teaching 
load, what schools are doing who are not in attendance, etc.  It would serve as a resource 
for schools to provide peer program information to administrators and deans when so 
needed, and would also allow us as a conference to better understand our own gaps, 
diversity/complementarity of programs, strengths and weaknesses, etc.  Perhaps staff 
support or a graduate student could be charged with a first draft of such a document, with 
all schools having the ability to edit directly. 
 
5.  It was unanimously decided that we would continue to invite the chair of the Theology 
& Religious Studies Chairs Conference each year moving forward.  Patrick Hornbeck, 
the current chair, said he would approach his conference about offering a reciprocal 
invitation to our chair to their meeting in Denver in November of 2018 on the eve of the 



AAR.  He unofficially anticipated enthusiasm by his members.  A joint conference, 
project, or meeting was proposed with a suggested date of Nov 2019 in San Diego (again, 
at or related to AAR).  Religion and public life was a theme that arose in informal 
conversation. It was important to note that group projects beyond the first should be 
rotated or at neutral locations if financially viable, not simply our conference (beyond the 
anticipated annual chair’s invitation) always attending the AAR gathering, as it has not 
been our conference’s common practice to attend. This was Patrick’s suggestion and 
these minutes should be shared with him for verification of or emendation to this entire 
bullet point. 
 
6. It was suggested that we raise the institutional dues to $150 per year.  This would 
assure a school could send up to two participants.  Any additional participants would 
now be charged registration fees of $150 per person, at a level to match any future 
increase in institutional dues. This would result in being cost-neutral for larger 
contingents attending. The surplus of money would then allow us to help encourage 
financially challenged institutions to participate.  This was not formally adopted, but 
unanimously approved for the executive committee to weigh and implement if found to 
be a viable strategy.  Adding a line item to the invoices for these dues and related charges 
was proposed but not formally adopted.  Stephanie Russell offered to help if an 
“allocation account” was necessary in moving the treasurer’s office from LMU to 
LOYNO (see elections below). The executive committee would also consider how best to 
foster the seeking of additional outside funding, both through grants/donations and 
exploring inviting potential sponsors (e.g. Liturgical Press) but this would need further 
discussion and oversight before implementation to ensure the priorities of our conference 
always took precedence.  Increased use of Zoom for those not able to attend was 
encouraged.  SLU, BC, and Santa Clara in particular should continue to be actively 
encouraged to attend or send representation.  
 
7.  It was suggested that the executive committee explore inviting Theresa Huston from 
Seattle University to lead our discussion in San Antonio in 2018.  The theme would be on 
effective teaching and learning in our disciplines. Other possible topics included 
immigration, international students, and the relationship between core curriculum in 
Jesuit universities and graduate education.  The date of the meeting was unanimously 
approved to remain linked with AGPIM, with Sunday Feb 24 (with a travel day on 
Monday) or Wednesday Feb 20 being prioritized (in that order) based on accommodation 
availability. Thus, the executive committee should immediately assure accommodations 
for Sunday night in San Antonio if possible. Whether the business meeting takes place on 
Sunday night or Monday morning is to be determined by the executive committee. (N.B. 
many participants left early Monday morning and missed it this year). 
 
8. Unanimous election results for 2018: 

 
Mariana Miller (Creighton) – Chair, automatic 
Brian Schmisek (LUC) – Past-Chair, automatic 
Mark Markuly (Seattle) – Vice-Chair 
Tracy Lamont (LOYNO) – Treasurer 



Mike Canaris (LUC)– Secretary 
 

A motion was made to prioritize diversity in ethnicity, gender, and institutional role 
moving forward, based obviously on willingness to serve the conference. 
 
9. Official thanks were offered to Patrick Hornbeck, Stephanie Russell, and Grant 
Gallicho (in absentia) for participating. 
 

 


